CUSTOMER SERVICE BULLETIN No. 3/10/2005

Maximum length of the packing period for reserve parachutes manufactured by MarS Jevíčko

1. APPLIES TO: All types of reserve parachutes manufactured by MarS.

2. REASON: providing overall comprehensive information to users

3. MEASURES: 3.1. Maximum length of the period for packing reserve parachutes:

Circle parachutes:
- ZVP – 80
- PZS – 82
- PZS – 92

Parachutes-wings
Witty, Witty plus, WP (sizes 110 – 260)
In all containers except EAL-X
WP (sizes 110 – 260) in the REAL-X container
WP 370 (MarS – T [PPSO CZ - 330])

3.2. Note:
In case the closing line of the reserve parachute extends during the use of the system, it can be shortened without unpacking the wing canopy as follows: by opening the container, shortening of the line and closing of the reserve parachute container. A recording is made on the sealing and into the Technical Licence (Parachute Logbook) including the original validity of the packing.

3.3. In case a WP series reserve parachute (sizes 110 – 260) is packed into a container made by a different manufacturer, the period of packing is limited by the validity of the part with the shortest packing period.

3.4. The rule mentioned in 3.3. also applies for containers manufactured by MarS and reserve parachutes made by different manufacturers.

4. TERM OF PERFORMANCE: During repacking, it is necessary to keep the maximum packing length of reserve parachutes (see above).
Warning:
Reserve parachutes incl. the WP reserve parachutes (sizes 110 – 260) that are packed into the REAL-X containers for 180 days in maximum can be packed only by persons with a packing licence valid for a given type of parachutes. The WP reserve parachutes (sizes 110 – 260) that are packed into the REAL-X containers for 365 days in maximum can be packed only by persons accredited by the manufacturer

5. VALIDITY: On the issue of the bulletin.

6. DATE OF ISSUE: October 17, 2005 in Jevíčko

Ing. Jaroslav Sedláčk – Head of Technical Department
MarS a.s. Jevíčko